MELFORT AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
2019
PATRONS
The Minister, Canada Department of Agriculture, Ottawa; the Minister, Saskatchewan
Department of Agriculture, Regina; Members of Parliament, Prince Albert Constituency;
Members of Legislature, Melfort Constituency; Mayor of the City of Melfort and the
Reeves or Representatives of the following Municipalities: Kinistino, Flett's Springs,
Willow Creek, and Star City. The Presidents of the Agricultural Societies in the North East
Region.

HONOURARY LIFE MEMBERS
Richard Claggett, Phyllis Dickie-Windsor, Elvina Hirsch, Elizabeth Kjelshus, Vera Kruger,
Betty Martin, Ron Nielsen. Wayne Northcott, Paul Schick, Bob Sproule, Doreen Sullivan,
Eva Woolsey.
* Recipients of the "Long Service Award" are Vera Kruger and Eva Woolsey.
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DIRECTOR OF HUMAN RELATIONS
SECRETARY MANAGER

Paul Schick
Bob Sproule
Wayne Claggett
Morgan Leigh
Doug Harold
Tyson Waldner
Donna Signori/Cheryl Sproule
Sharon Heavin
Brad South
Tyler Fettes
Moe Lacroix
Cec Berggen
Kim Eskowich

SCHOOL COMMITTEE:
Darlene Thompson

(306)-921-3362

Elvina Hirsch

(306)-752-4015

Neil Sullivan

(306)-752-4034

Doreen Sullivan

(306)-752-4034

Melfort Agricultural Society

(306)-752-2240
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Special THANKS to all our Sponsors!
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Datapro Security
Melfort Agricultural Society
Neil Sullivan
Prairie North Co-op Ltd.
Donna Signori
Sask. Tel Pioneers
Super Annuates of Sask. - Carrot River
Valley and Melfort & District Chapters

See you at the Fair!
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$ 20.00
$ 20.00
$ 15.00
$ 30.00
$ 20.00
$100.00
$250.00

SCHOOL PRIZE LIST
MELFORT EXHIBITION
July 19, 20 21, 2019
SCHOOL WORK EXHIBITS
An urgent appeal is made to all teachers to assist in making the School
Work Section a good exhibit, which will give the public the correct idea of
what the educational authorities in this area of Saskatchewan are trying to do.
It is better to have a School Work Section with a lesser number of
outstanding entries than a large number of inferior entries, and it should be
remembered that the entries are in competition, one with the other.
GENERAL RULES:
1. Exhibits must be the work of the Exhibitor.
2. No entry fee required.
3. ONE entry per person will be allowed in each class.
4. * Teachers are asked to send ONLY the THREE best pieces of work from
their classroom for each class in this book. For example: Class 115 Grade 6. Dioramas - (3 dioramas may be sent in from a Grade 6 class.)
5. Teachers make entries by June 26, 2019.
6. Entries are welcomed from individuals, schools and school classes.
An individual can only enter if he or she checks with their classroom
teacher first to see if the classroom teacher has already entered. If the
teacher has not entered, the individual can then enter.
7. Only one name on the entry tag will be accepted. Except where
otherwise specified. **NOTE** - Office Staff will fill out the entry tags.
8. ENTRY FORMS should be sent separate from the parcel of exhibits.
Entry forms must be in the Agricultural Office by 4:00 P.M. on Friday,
July 12, 2019.
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9. The name of the exhibitor must be attached to the bottom right-hand
corner of each Exhibit and on the entry tag. Secure tags with staples or
string. (Tape does not work.)
* Put your name and class number on the back of all entries in pencil.
- After judging, Exhibitors should read the back of their tags for possible
comments.
10. Entries (school work) should all be in to the Agricultural Office by
Wednesday, July 17, 2019 (7:30 to 8:30 P.M.)
Entries (school work) can be picked up on Sunday, July 21, 2019
between 7:00 and 9:00 P.M. Prize money may also be ready to be picked
up at this time. *If not, prize money will be available after the Fair by
stopping in at the Office. Exhibits must be picked up by September 30 or
they will be disposed of.
TEACHERS: Please advise the School Committee or the Secretary Manager
of any changes in any sections that you feel would improve the School Exhibit.
Thanks for your input.

GENERAL CRITERIA FOR JUDGING:
1. School work will be judged on neatness, organization, and presentation.
2. Written work that is error-free demonstrates proficiency in the English
Language.
3. Spelling, grammar, punctuation and capitalization are important.
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HANDWRITING RULES:
1. Passages must be copied as they are printed…
- A new line must be started when indicated in the new passage
- Punctuation marks must be included
- The overall presentation of the entry is judged
- Each entry must be written on a page or sheet of lined paper.
- The actual entry must be submitted, not a photo copy of the entry.

DEFINITIONS:
1. Abstract Design - pattern, not a picture.
2. Collage - from a French word meaning to "glue". A collage is an artistic
arrangement of materials (including paper) and/or objects pasted over a
surface, often with unifying lines and colour. Sizes can range from 9"X12"
to 12"X18".
3. Crayon resist: - to draw a picture with wax crayon, then paint over the
picture.
4. Diorama: - a scene reproduced in 3 dimensions by placing objects, figures,
etc., in front of a painted background.
5. Mosaic: - a design or picture made of small pieces of paper, tiles or stones,
etc., glued on Bristol board (size 9"X12").
6. Mounted: - a pictured can be glued or attached to another piece of paper,
leaving a border. The paper can be construction paper.
7. Original art: - art done by hand, no copying or cut out pictures. Individual
creativity is essential.
8. Perspective Drawing - drawing technique used to illustrate dimension
through a flat surface.
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PRIZES: PLAYSCHOOL TO GRADE 6
1ST

$4.00

2ND

$3.00

3RD

$2.50

** Playschool, Pre-K, Kindergarten and individual grades should enter only
at their grade level for the current school year or they will be disqualified.
"SPECIALS":
Class:

Prizes
1st - $3.00 - 2nd - $2.50 - 3rd - $2.00

250

Lego Special - (Playschool to Grade 3)
An Original Lego Creation - no Lego kits please
- Anonymous Sponsor

251

Lego Special - (Grade 4 to Grade 6)
An Original Lego Creation - no Lego kits please
- Anonymous Sponsor

252

Saskatchewan Roughrider Special - (Grade 3 to Grade 4)
Roughrider theme - Open to your imagination e.g., collection of
mementos, poem, pictures, drawing etc.
- Sponsored by Neil Sullivan

253

Saskatchewan Roughrider Special - (Grade 5 to Grade 6)
Roughrider theme - Open to your imagination e.g., collection of
mementos, poem, pictures, drawing etc.
- Sponsored by Neil Sullivan

**Judge's Choice Rosette Ribbons will be awarded to outstanding pieces of
school work.
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PLAYSCHOOL/PRE-KINDERGARTEN
CLASS:
1. Puppets
2. Painting - any original painting
3. Painting - my family
4. Any original drawing
5. Plasticine/Molding clay art
6. Any form of art not listed (one entry per class)

KINDERGARTEN
CLASS:
10. Creation/ Structure - using various materials
11. Drawing - a self portrait
12. Any original drawing
13. Painting - my family
14. Finger painting
15. Any original painting
16. Cut paper - picture or design (no photocopied outline please)
17. Torn paper - picture or design (no photocopied outline please)
18. Plastine/Molding clay art
19. Puppet making
20. Any form of art not listed (one entry per class)
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GRADE 1
CLASS:
25. Pencil drawing - approx. 8 ½" X 11"
26. Picture - cut or torn paper - original - approx. 8 ½" X 11"
27. A Picture telling a story - crayon, pencil crayon, or markers based on everyday life experience (E.g., - snowball fight, father
changing tire) - on approx. 12" X 18" paper - include a caption.
28. Any original painting.
29. Seasonal Art - any item (Thanksgiving, Christmas, Valentine's
Day, Easter, etc.)
30. Puppet making
31. An art or craft from a recycled material.
32. Sculpture - from plasticine or molding clay.
33. Any form of art not listed (one entry per class).
** Please refer to Page 5, Handwriting Rules. **
34. Printing the alphabet - upper and lowercase letters
35. Printing in pencil - on un-mounted lined paper.
The Apple Tree
Here is an apple
Up in a tree.
Open it up
And what do you see?
Little brown seeds
That will grow to be
A tall and beautiful
Apple tree!
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GRADE 2
CLASS:
40. Drawing - crayon, pencil crayon, or markers - illustrating a
personal experience - on approx. 12" X 18" paper - with a caption
printed by the student.
41. Any original painting.
42. Design a greeting card - hand-made, must be original.
43. Weaving - with paper - other medium may be used.
44. Poetry - original rhyming poem - 4 to 6 lines - titled.
45. Paper Sculpture- 3 dimensional
46. Chalk drawing - done on construction paper.
47. Seasonal Art- any item (Thanksgiving, Christmas, Valentine's
Day, Easter, etc.) Example - St. Patrick's Day (leprechaun) puppet.
48. Any form of art not listed (one entry per class).
49. Printing - in pencil on un-mounted lined paper. Copy and illustrate a
Nursery Rhyme (*Handwriting Rules are on page 5).
50. Any craft or art from a recycled material.
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GRADE 3
CLASS:

55. Fairy Tales - write a letter to a Fairy Tale Character.
56. Poetry - original rhyming poem - 12 lines - titled.
57. An Author study.
58. Science Report on one of the following:
A. Plant growth and changes
B. Exploring soils.
C. Magnetism and Static Electricity
D. Structures and Materials (Investigate properties of materials and
methods of joinery used in structures.)
59. Social Report on one of the following topics:
A. Countries
B. First Nations Topic - E.g., Life before pioneers.
C. Renewable or Non-Renewable Resources
60. Clay Sculpture or other medium (3 dimensional)
61. Any craft or art from a recycled material.
62. Painting - any original painting
63. Painted rock - under 10 pounds.
64. Any form of art not listed (one entry per class).

(Grade 3 continued on next page.)
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65. Printing - "My Lunch" - in pencil on un-mounted lined paper.
(*Handwriting Rules are on page 5).

My Lunch
A candy bar.
A piece of cake.
A lollipop.
A chocolate shake.

A jelly donut.
Chocolate chips.
Some gummy worms
and licorice whips.

A candy cane.
A lemon drop.
Some bubblegum
and soda pop.

Vanilla wafers.
Cherry punch.
My mom slept in
while I made my lunch.
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GRADE 4
CLASS:

70. Any original drawing - based on excursions, actual experience, work or
play activities or an imaginary topic - use crayon, pencil crayon, tempera
or pastel - size 12" X 18" or smaller.
71. An original painting.
72. Photography - any subject - one 4" x6" mounted photograph taken by
the exhibitor.
73. Picture - create a silhouette - use any medium.
74. Weaving - with paper - other medium may be used.
75. Crayon Resist - definition on page 5.
76. Origami - Japanese Paper Folding.
77. Clay Art - or other molding medium (3 dimensional).
78. Art or Craft using recycled material (example: cow painted on pop can).
79. Cartoon drawing with title - no tracing.
80. Your Family Tree - must be hand printed - photographs may be
included.
81. Original Story book - written and illustrated by student (handwritten or
typed).
82. Original Poem - at least 8 lines, titled.
83. Original non-fiction writing - example - a report or research.
84. Science or Social Report - print the theme on the cover, must be
dated.

(Grade 4 continued on next page.)
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85. Handwriting - "The All-Bean Diet" in ink or pencil on lined paper.
(See page 5 for Handwriting Rules.)

The All-Bean Diet
Beans for breakfast.
Beans for lunch.
Beans for dinner.
Beans for brunch.
Beans for snacks
and all desserts.
Beans until your
Stomach hurts.

This is called
the "All-Bean Diet".
Man, it's fun!
You have to try it!
True it gives you
painful gas…
Still, it sure does
clear the class!
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GRADE 5
CLASS:
90. Art - an original drawing based on excursions, actual experience, work
or play activities, imaginary topic. Done in crayon pencil crayon,
tempera or pastels. (Size - 12" X 18" or smaller, mounted.)
91. Drawing - in black and white only - any subject; any medium,
example - charcoal, ink or pencil.
92. Painted rock - under 10 pounds.
93. Weaving - using paper.
94. Crayon Resist - see definition on page 5.
95. Design a CD cover - include the list of songs (can be imaginary)
96. Art or Craft - from recycled material.
97. Candle making - one candle.
98. Write an original Short Story - no longer than 2 pages - double
spaced.
99. Your Family Tree - must be hand printed - photographs may be
included.
100. Photography - any subject in colour - one 4" x6" mounted photograph
taken by the exhibitor. Fasten tag securely with string or staple,
101. Any form of art not listed.
102. Printing - "O Canada" - in ink on lined paper, (see handwriting
Rules on page 5). *See Class 125 for a copy of "O Canada".
103. Write an original Poem - at least 12 lines, use a rhyme scheme, titled.
104. Science Model - on the topic of choice from the Human Body System
- E.g., the circulatory system, or the skeletal system; using
play dough or Plasticine.
(Grade 5 continued on next page.)
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105. Design a cover for the 2020 School Prize List Book. The Fair
will be on July 17, 18 and 19, 2020. ***Winner competes with other Grade
winners. The work is to be original. It must not be done on a computer. ***

GRADE 6
CLASS:
110. Art - an original drawing based on excursions, actual experience, work
or play activities, imaginary topic. Done in crayon pencil crayon,
tempera or pastels. (Size - 12" X 18" or smaller, mounted.)
111. Drawing - in black and white only - medium - charcoal, ink or
pencil. Example - Remembrance Day picture.
112. ELA - Cartoon Drawing or Cartoon strip or Comic strip - original,
include caption / include what the characters are saying.
113. Mosaic - on paper 9" X 12" ( See definition on page 5.)
114. Make a Mask.
115. Diorama ( See definition on page 5.)
116. Stained Glass effect - use paper only, example - tissue paper,
cellophane, etc.
117. An original Short Story - no longer than 2 pages - double spaced.
118. Create a drawing using Perspective. ( See definition on page 5.)
119. Photography - any subject in colour - one 4" x6" mounted photograph
taken by the exhibitor. Fasten tag securely with string or staple,
120. Any form of art not listed.
121. Original Poem - at least 12 lines, titled.
122. Design a cover for the 2020 School Prize List Book. The Fair
will be on July 17, 18 and 19, 2020. ***Winner competes with other Grade
winners. The work is to be original. It must not be done on a computer. ***
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(Grade 6 continued)
123. Design a CD cover - original - include the front and back; list the
songs. All work on the cover must be original ( See definition on
page 5).
124. Write your Autobiography.
125. Printing - "O Canada" - in ink on lined paper, (see handwriting
Rules on page 5).
O CANADA
O Canada!
Our home and native land!
True patriot love
in all of us command.
With glowing hearts
we see thee rise,
The True North
strong and free!
From far and wide,
O Canada
we stand on guard
for thee.
God keep our land
glorious and free!
O Canada,
we stand on guard for thee.
O Canada,
we stand on guard for thee.
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"SPECIALS"

1. Playschool to Grade 3 - $20.00 for Most Points in classes 1 to 65.
Donated by Datapro Security, Melfort - Tel. 306-752-5577
Matthew Zurevinsky

2. Grade 4 to 6 - $20.00 for Most Points in classes 70 to 125.
Donated by Donna Signori in memory of Archie V. Kipling.

3. Grades 7 to 10 - $30.00 gift card for Most Points in classes 130 to 205.
Donated by Prairie North Co-op Limited, Melfort, -Tel. 306-752-9381

GRADE 7 - GRADE 10
RULES:
1. No entry fee required.
2. Exhibits must be the work of the Exhibitor.
3. Teachers are asked to send in only the Three (3) best examples of work
asked for in each class.
4. PLEASE make absolutely sure that the Exhibits are in the correct class.

Grade 7 to 10 PRIZES
1st

$5.00

2nd

$4.00

3rd

$3.00
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GRADE 7
CLASS:
130. Original Painting - any subject, mounted, using watercolours, acrylics
or tempura. (Definition on page 5.)
131. Black and White - any subject, using charcoal, pencil or ink. Personal
style or expression are a major component.
132. Skit or Play writing - original, 1 to 2 pages.
133. Social Studies - Collage - Theme - "Identity"
134. Music - write a Song - 2 to 3 verses, (Example - a Blues song)
135. Art or Craft from recycled material.
136. Half and Half - use an original picture to complete a picture,
(Example - using half of a picture of a face, complete the other half)
- use any medium.
137. Science Experiment - including a diagram or model if available.
138. ELA - Original Comic Strip - at least 4 frames, include captions.
139. Drawing - use Perspective. (Definition on page 5).
140. Write a Narrative Short Story - no more than 2 pages.
141. Author study.
142. Original Poem - at least 14 lines long, verses must rhyme.
143. Article Writing - "What Would I Do to Make the Melfort Fair Better".
144. Poster - create an informational poster in any school subject
(Example - Science, Social Studies, a French poster or menu).
145. Social Studies - informational brochure ( E.g., Things to do in
Melfort).
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GRADE 8
CLASS:
150. Original Painting - any subject, mounted, using watercolours, acrylics
or tempura. (Definition on page 5.)
151. Drama - make an original Mask - E.g., paper mache.
152. ELA - Original Comic Strip - at least 4 frames, include captions.
153. Drawing - Black and White - using pencil or ink.
154. A Painting - copied from an original picture or part of a picture,
include original picture, (Size - approx. 8 ½" X 11").
155. Social Studies Collage - representational, titled
(Definition on page 5).
156. Health - make an informative pamphlet related to our community support systems/services in our community - E.g., Depression.
157. PAA - item made in woodwork such as a planter, toolbox or birdhouse.
158. Drama - write a Script for a short Play - based on a social issue,
E.g., Cyber-bullying, Physical Abuse, etc.
159. Any form of Visual Art not listed.
160. PAA - an item made in Sewing class.
161. Short Story writing - original, no more than 2 pages.
162. An Experiment - completed this year, with written steps, dated and
illustrated.
163. Author Study.
164. Original Poem- at least 18 lines, any style, may include a hand drawn
illustration.
165. French Project - poster or menu.
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GRADE 9
CLASS:
170. Original Painting - any subject, mounted, using watercolours, acrylics
or tempura. (Definition on page 5.)
171. Original Comic or Cartoon Strip - at least 4 frames, include
captions.
172. Drawing - use Perspective.
173. Black and White - any subject, using pencil or ink.
174. Social Studies Collage - representational, titled
(Definition on page 5).
175. Any form of Visual Art not listed.
176. PAA - any small article - woodwork, E.g., gumball machine.
177. An original illustrated Children's Story- handwritten or on
computer. (See General Criteria on page 4).
178. Informational Poster - created in any school subject.
179. A Report - on any topic of a subject excluding Science and Social
Studies - print the theme and year on the cover.
180. An Experiment - completed this year, with written steps, dated and
illustrated.
181. Design a CD cover - with original art work - include the front and
back cover - include the lyrics (See definition on page 5).
182. Original Short Story or Article Writing about "How Would I
Make the Melfort Fair Better".
183. Original Poem - 16 lines minimum, doubled spaced, titled, may be
computer illustrated.
184. School Speech - enter a copy of your speech.
185. French Project - poster or menu.
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GRADE 10
CLASS:
190. Original Painting - any subject, mounted or on canvas - using
watercolours, acrylics or tempura.
191. Original Comic Strip - at least 4 frames, include captions.
192. Painting - on material other than paper, examples - saw blade, bottle,
etc.
193. Drawing - self portrait, use pencil crayon or ink.
194. Black and White - any subject, using pencil, ink or charcoal. Personal
style or expression are a major component.
195. Design a CD cover - with original art work - include the front and
back cover - include the lyrics (See definition on page 5).
196. Art or Craft from recycled material.
197. Sculpture - any medium.
198. Collage - representational, titled, titled (See definition on page 5).
199. Original Poem - any style, hand drawn illustration.
200. Science Experiment - include explanation diagram, model (if
available), dated.
201. Original Short Story - write no more than 2 to 3 pages, double spaced
202. Design a Newsletter - on computer, must be original, print a copy to
enter.
203. Pointillism Art - create 1 picture
204. Informational Poster - created in any school subject.
205. Computer Art - original graphics work done on the computer.
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MELFORT AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY EXHIBITION
SCHOOL WORK ENTRY FORM
July 19, 20, 21, 2019
I hereby make the entries and I agree to be governed in all cases by the rules and
regulations as printed in the Prize List booklet for the current year, and do declare
these entries to be my own work. No entry fee, but entry must be made.
AGE __________ GRADE ___________ PHONE # _________________________
NAME: _______________________________________________________________
EMAIL ADDRESS: _____________________________________________________
ADDRESS: ____________________________________________________________
NAME OF SCHOOL: ___________________________________________________

Class # Only

FOR OFFICE USE
Award and Amount

Description
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FOR OFFICE USE
Class # Only

Description

Award and Amount
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